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ABSTRACT 

Human resource is an integral part of an organization. They are the main showmen who facilitate 

smooth functioning of a business. The impact of technological changes is notable in all the 

sectors of the economy and it is slowly entering the human resource world. Previously, artificial 

intelligence was used to automate various jobs that are monotonous and mundane in nature. But 

today, the thought of humans being substituted by a robot is no longer fictional. This invasion by 

artificial intelligence risks the existence of human civilization.This study focuses on the scope and 

impact of robotics on Human Resource Management and its probable effect on employment. 

The relevant data for this study has been collected from analysis of past journals and pre-

determined data. The data is collected from various reputed sources thus, justifying its 

authenticity. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In order to complete and stay relevant in this digital era the organization has to continuously 

upgrade themselves. Innovation is leading to a fall in manpower and rise in machine handling. Now the 

HR managers are implementing artificial intelligence technology to recruit, retain and motivate the 

manpower. This leads to the growth of employees and the organization. Implementation of artificial 

intelligence in Human Resource activities saves time, cost and facilitates better talent management. 

Therefore, we can say that merging artificial intelligence into human resource administration functions 

will improve enhance the experience of an employee. 

1.1 Review of Literature 

GeethaR and Bham Shree Readdy(2018), conceptually elaborated on the scope of AI in 

recruitment. The study focused on the primary stages of human resource that is recruitment. The impact 

of artificial intelligence and the recent trends in recruitment were covered in this paper.An article from 

EY focused on the opportunities and the functions of artificial intelligence in the field of HR. Elaborate 

information was provided in respect of HR service offerings, smart people analysis and utilization of 

artificial intelligence in HR. 
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An editorial note by E Tsuiand Bj Garner, focused on the role of artificial intelligence in 

knowledge management. It shed light on KBS's leadership role in knowledge management and how 

artificial intelligence can improve the same. 

Jonathan Kestenbaum (2016), acknowledges the impact of artificial intelligence on behavioral 

patterns of Human Resource professionals. The researcher’s focus is on the initial feeling of anxiousness 

when AI effects their work.An article published by Forbes magazine in the year 2018 showed a link 

between AI and HR. It elaborated on the various techniques to revolutionize HR using artificial 

intelligence. 

 

2.1 Objective of the Study 

The main objectives of this paper are to analyze: 

 The impact of artificial intelligence on human resource. 

 The various ways in which HR can be revolutionized. 

3.1 Research Methodology 

The study followed conceptual approach and it has referred published articles. 

4.1 Findings of the Study 

The use of artificial intelligence and machine learning in HR activities saves a lot of time, cost and 

increases efficiency of the employee and the employer. In the present day scenario almost 60% of the 

human resource activities are guided by artificial intelligence. The impact of artificial intelligence on 

human resource are: 

 Creation of short term impact through automation of tedious and time consuming task. 

 Augmentation of human capital through self-learning activities, interactions with humans etc. has 

a medium term impact. 

 Using artificial intelligence in various decision making process and boosting human activities. It 

helps amplify human functions creating a long term impact. 

However, there are certain barriers while adopting AI technology in human resource Management. 

They are: 

 Knowledge and skill gap 

 Issues in regard to privacy 

 Continuous and ongoing maintenance 

II. SUGGESTIONS 

AI is changing the human resource game, however there is scope for improvement. Here are few 

suggestions that could be implemented to revolutionize HR: 

 Aiding the hiring process: from attracting the candidates eg.: LinkedIn, to screening them and 

ensuring candidate engagement through the facility of chat box, artificial intelligence can be used 

to ease the entire process of recruitment. The employer can collect necessary information from 

the candidates and respond to queries that they have. 

 Applicant tracking system can be used for communication with the candidate. That is. this system 

will provide necessary information about the status of recruitment hence, making the whole 

experience pleasant.  

 Viewing and updating employee information is possible by using artificial intelligence. The 

contact details, address and the other personal information can be viewed and updated. It can 

also be used to check approval status of various holidays or complain status. 

 Automation of mundane and low value tasks increases the focus on strategic work. 
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 The managers can access relevant job information that affects the employee. That is their 

performance ratings, job history etc. AI can act as a performance indicator by providing relevant 

information in respect to top performance, headcounts etc. 

 Human experiences are enhanced through the automation process. This will lead to increased 

efficiency and will allow more time for high value interaction. 

 Employee turnover detection is made possible. 

 Artificial intelligence can be used in the training process. Digital training opportunities can be 

planned based on the skill-gap assessment. AI can help track the progress of the training. 

III. CONCLUSION 

HR applications driven by AI have a strong potential to increase employee productivity provided, 

they are used to the best of their potential. HR activities guided by AI can increase the ability to 

analyze, predict and diagnose. Proper combination of AI and humans will help attain the various 

organizational goals. 
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